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Victim's family waits for Justice
Murders, Kidnapping and Child

abductions are increasing in the state

of Odisha. Recently, there are 20 such

cases where justice is awaiting.

1. DeeptikantSahu resident of

Bajpur village which falls under

Mahanga police station at Cuttack

district was murdered on 28 February

2014. His brother DilipSahu visited the

District Superintendent of Police, the

Director General of Police, and the

Chief Minister of the state looking for

justice for his brother.

2. An Engineer AkshayPothal from

Udala in Mayurbhanj district was killed

on July 16, 2016. His wife Subhasini

Behera Pothal alleged they did not get

justice.

3. Ullas Jena from Pankapal

village, of Jagatsinghpur district was

killed on November 5, 2016.

4. An engineer Amrut Das of

Kujang was murdered on 20 July 2017.

The government's anti-drug

policies have created a situation

where families are the sufferers. The

families suffer not only financially

but dying prematurely too due to

alcohol, tobacco, brown sugar, weed

and cigarettes. Educated youth are

especially vulnerable to drug

addiction. According to the report,

children from schools and college are

taking drugs, tobacco, and cigarettes.

Not just boys but girls too are

addicted to drugs. The number of

juveniles using tobacco is rising in

Odisha. Tobacco and cigarettes are

easily available near school, college,

and university; so now the minors are

gradually getting addicted to brown

Drugs Destroying the Youngsters
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His brother Subrat Das visited SP and

DG to get justice.

5. From Nrutanga village of Cuttack

district, Ranjita Jena alleged that her

husband Bikash Jena was murdered on

December 13, 2018 but no justice has

been done so far.

6. Binod Bai resident of Rajkanika

from Kendrapara district was killed on

December 30, 2018. His brother Vijay

Bai alleged that the killer has not been

arrested so far.

7. From Boudh, Padmalaya Das

alleges that her social activist son Aditya

Das was assassinated on July 7, 2020.

8. Pratap Mohanty, an RTI activist,

alleged that his friend Ranjan Das was

assassinated on January 31, 2020, but no

murder case has been registered so far.

The complaint was not accepted by the

police department.

9. On 14th July 2020 in Jadupur

village of Nayagarh district, a young girl

Pari was abducted and murdered. Pari's

mother SoudaminiSahu claims that the

culprit has not been arrested till date.

10.Jagadish Pradhan resident of

Sialijhuli village from Boudh district

claims that police have neither

investigated nor identified his son

Loknath Pradhan's murderer, which was

held on 24th July 2020.

11.Pihu, a two-year-old girl was

abducted on August 9, 2020 from

Madhusudanpur of Jajpur district.

Pihu's mother Monalisa Nayak met

higher authority of police department

and the Chief Minister but till now

nothing could have been traced on the

missing girl.

12.On 15th January 2021, Sunil

Mandal father of Shobhagya Mandal

from Kharnasi village ...

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

sugar. The Department of Mass

Education and Higher Education is

concerned about this issue. Selling of

tobacco and cigarettes would be

stopped within 100 meters of the

education institute campus. To spread

awareness among students, the

Department of Higher Education has

sought the help from the Department

of Health.

Ramesh Chandra Behera, Deputy

Secretary, Department of Higher

Education, wrote a letter to the

Director of Public Health seeking

help. Mr Behera said the department

had plans to raise awareness about

tobacco, drugs and smoking in

college and university campuses. To

create awareness among students he

wants them to make one or two short

films of 20-30 minutes. The videos

will be regularly shown in

educational institutions.

Similarly, the Department of Mass

Education has written a letter to the

District Education ...   4Page-3
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PM's promise on 60 years
development in 60 months

Before 2014 general election, when Shri Narendra Modi addressed

a party meeting held by the BJP in different parts of the country, he

said that what has not been done in 60 years will be possible in 60

months! In the last 60 years, the issues like poverty, malnutrition, and

crime have not been solved in the country. Citizens were deprived of

basic services. They lived the life of financial inequality. The youth

was not employed. Many people living below the poverty line spent

their days worrying about what to eat. Narendra Modi, meanwhile,

addressed the country's poor, helpless and exploited people, saying that

there would be no more poverty, exploitation or helplessness. Modi

succeeded in building trust among the people. Modi became the Prime

Minister of India, the world's largest democracy, but when he came to

power, neither poverty nor helplessness or exploitation came to an end.

Instead, the number of people living below the poverty line has risen

sharply. Within 60 months, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had shown

the country how Article 370 had been implemented in Jammu and Kash-

mir. The same way, the construction of the Ram Mandir, CAA, demon-

etization, and GST were implemented. With demonetization, Prime Min-

ister Modi assured the people that black money would no longer be

traded in the country. Counterfeit notes cannot be found, and Indian

currency cannot be misused by terrorists. How successful is Prime

Minister Narendra Modi's promises can be analysed from the reports

of various organizations.

Report says Terrorism has not ended. The number of hungry people

in the country has increased. The most annoying and worrying thing is

that India ranks 101st out of 119 countries in the Global Hungry Index

whereas in 2020, India was ranked 94th in the list. According to a re-

cent data released by the Ministry of Women and Child Development

under the Right to Information Act, more than 33 lakhs children in

India are malnutrtional or malnourished. More than 17 lakh children

are seriously malnourished. Between November 2020 and October 24,

2021, the number of malnourished children increased by 91%. The

number of suicides of farmers and traders is on the rise. Prime Minister

Modi delivers speeches like sages and saints on a number of issues.

The Prime Minister's remarks and speeches are not based on truth. It is

wrong to joke about people's livelihoods and give them false promises.

The country's economy is scrambling, and the wealth of the wealthy

people is growing. Financial inequality has become even more dire. As

bank fraud escalates, so does the bank's position. Speaking on the sub-

ject of 'SabkaSaathSabka Vikas', Prime Minister Modi is eyeing how

more than 80 crore people in the country are looking for food

security.Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who has failed to deliver his

promises for the betterment of the people, has yet to distance himself

from corporate interests. Instead, the corporation continues to work for

the good of the world. As a result, the owners of corporate houses like

Adani, Ambani gather appreciation by social media. Prime Minister

Narendra Modi, who has declared himself great, does not seem to have

remembered his promise in 2014. Election Promises - The BJP-led

government at the Center has failed to implement the election mani-

festo. Speech is an art, maybe Prime Minister Modi, who has won the

hearts and minds of the people by the ingenuity of this art, is forgetting

that the people today are in a quandary over price hikes. Ordinary citi-

zens of the country are living in disbelief. What has not been seen in 60

years, Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government has shown to the

people in 60 months. How do prices rise? How can oil prices go up,

how can unemployment rise, how can ordinary people live in poverty,

how can the wealth of corporate houses increase, and how can people

go hungry? Will Prime Minister Narendra Modi reconsider his com-

mitment in the 2014 elections ?

How useful is the reform in
the examination system ...?

Trinath Pattaniak

A time of crisis and probability like

the Covid Pandemic.While various crises

are being created in every direction and

steps are being taken to solve it so such a

step needs to be taken.In the early days

the ancient Gurukul tradition is a unique

form of learning and learning. The teacher

taught the moral, spiritual and practical

aspects of the student by examining them

and determining the quality of

the teaching. It has even been

decided to set standards for

exams in the workplace.Later

the development of

civilization and the

importance of institutional

education changed the way of

testing  and a certificate was

given on the results of this

test. The certificate and the

test were both multiplied by

the standard of living. The standard of

living was even higher. The effect is to

move in the wrong direction.There are

also questions about the quality and

transparency of exams for colleges,

universities and various jobs.Due to the

government's 2021Covid guidelines, the

transparency of the exam has not been

properly determined.Incidentally all

students were also allowed to pass.If the

effects of the epidemic were to subside

in June-July, all students would have been

given the compulsory opportunity to re-

evaluate the system, and all students

would have been given the opportunity

to do so.Is there a need for change in test

reform or for more analysis,On the one

hand, While being provided 70-80% to

the well-educated and self-sufficient

studentsIn that place again,there are also

vulnerable students being provided 70-

80%? If the effects of the epidemic were

to subside in June-July, then all students

would have been given the compulsory

opportunity to be re-enrolled in the

examination system and given a

compulsory opportunity to conduct a

comprehensive assessment then It would

have been assumed that the test had been

properly assessed.As a result, students

who earn a living through hard work do

not succeed, but many students are still

at the forefront, even at the wrong time.It

is estimated that it will be possible to

improve at the national level, if the

examination system is properly reformed.

Board examinations should be held in the

fifth and seventh grades at the school

level.  In the first and second years of +2

Examination,two written examinations

shall be declared by the Higher Secondary

Council  Similarly, if you look at three

university level exams in three years at

the undergraduate level.Then there will

be reform come back to the improvement

in our Examination system.If it is decided

to adopt the constructive approach of the

examination centers to

conduct each examination

well and to appoint  other

experienced administrators

besides school and college

lecturers.then there will be

expected  some reforms in the

examination system.The state

government has been able to

pass all the active and

vulnerable students without

passing exams due to the

huge impact of the last Carona.If We look

at last year's success rate i.e 70.21% to

74.95% while success rate in 2021 it was

94.96%to 95.15% It is believed that the

quality of the Examination was not as

good as it used to be.Even if the

government has taken the right steps in

the testing process, it is not expected that

in the coming days, these passing

candidates will be able to achieve any

expected higher education or achieve the

expected success in competitive

exams.Once the Covid situation is under

control, if the education department could

re-evaluate the quality of the students by

re-enrolling all the students in the

examination system, it would have been

assumed that a reform had taken place in

the examination system. The short answer

questions, practical questions, and

intellectual questions based on the subject

matter need to be categorized in such a

way that the question paper is being

prepared.Second, the examinations

should be made up of highly experienced

teachers and professors in the field of

question-and-answer assessment, and the

Answer sheet should be evaluated three-

tiered.Thirdly, the examiners who make

mistakes in any assessment should take

appropriate action and take steps to

ensure that the students who take

dishonest methods and the staff who help

them are severely punished.Fourthly, the

focus should be on how students'

knowledge and skills can be developed

without harboring a cohesive attitude

towards the results...
  4Page-3
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Victim's family...

of Kendrapara has alleged that

his son was murdered but no

action has been taken till date.

13. Soumya Ranjan

Mohapatra of Begunia, Balasore,

and Ramakant Nayak of Patkura,

Kendrapara were killed on March

25, 2021 and they are awaiting

justice as per Ramakant Nayak's

nephew Sudhanshu Nayak.

14.Ganesh Dakua a resident

of Rangipur which falls under

Golanthara, Ganjam District was

beaten to death in custody by the

police on May 3, 2021. The case

has been not registered in the

police station yet.

15.On August 8, 2021,

Tusharani Nath resident of

Nathsahi (Mirzapur) from

Bhadrak district was raped and

forced to commit suicide.

Rajendra Nath, the father of the

victim, alleged that the accused

has not been arrested.

16.Rudrapratap Acharya of

Betnagaon falls under Binjharpur

police station in Jajpur district

was summoned from his home on

August 19, 2021 and brutally

murdered. His father Kamal

Lochan Acharya is waiting for

justice.

17.Ruby Kumbhar of

Toratalpada village in Bargarh

district alleged that her husband

Gobind Kumbhar was beaten to

death in custody in 25th

September 2021.

18.Saroj Kumar Mudali,

father of Nikita Mudali, a

resident of Balianta in Khordha

district, alleged that his daughter

had been killed, but no action had

been taken.

Meanwhile, there has been a

backlash in the state demanding

the re-identification and arrest of

the real culprits in the murder of

MamitaMeher. The Police has

not taken any action till date that's

why the family of the victims met

the Hon'ble Governor of Odisha

on Tuesday demanding CBI

investigation.

China established village

in Arunachal Pradesh
Despite the Indian Army's

vigilance, China's conspiracies in

Arunachal Pradesh continue.

According to the U.S.

Department of Defence Annual

Report, China has set up a village

with 100 houses in Arunachal

Pradesh. PRC (People's Republic

of China) wants to send a strong

message to India by establishing

a village between the Tibetan

Autonomous Region and

Arunachal Pradesh's Line of

Control. Despite ongoing

diplomatic and military talks

between India and China to

resolve the border dispute, China

continues to assert its dominance,

the report said. The United States

has said in a statement that "it

does not consider it necessary to

comment on such issues." The

village is located on the banks of

Tsari Chu River in the Subansiri

district of Arunachal Pradesh. In

1962 this area was marked with

armed conflict. For more than a

decade, China has established a

small military base here. But by

2020, the situation had

completely changed, it

built a whole village and

is now accelerating road

construction in Indian

territory as well. While

China has made it clear

that it has built villages

along the border with

malicious intent, it has now

adopted a transnational strategy

to increase its military presence

and put pressure on

India.Apparently, while Prime

Minister Modi was celebrating

Diwali with troops on the Indo-

Pakistan border, he did not even

mention China in his speech.

Earlier 21 Indian soldiers were

killed in a tug of war but still the

Prime Minister has not mentioned

anything, indeed told that no

foreign soldiers can trespass the

border.

Officer (DEO) directing it

to ban the sale of any food items

within 100 meters of the

campus. The headmaster of the

Drugs Destroying...

of the exams.Nowadays,

the coaching centers that have

been set up in various alleys in

the city are like

Mushrooms.The teaching

methods there should be

checked by the officials of a

district level higher education

department and the exact

number of qualified highly

qualified experienced teachers

and lecturers there should be

determined and It seems that

almost all the students are

taking dependable upon the

coaching centers in the hope

that they will get the highest

marks in the exams, but how

far is that reasonable?"Once

again, we need to look into the

real reasons for the poor

performance of the institutions

and coaching centers and the

importance of punishing

them."Finally, we need to look

at the real reasons for the poor

performance of educational

institutions and coaching

centers, and the emphasis

should be placed on blacklisting

and appropriate punishment.

So,there are no two opinions on

this  if we can focus on all these

things, then there will be useful

reforms can come in our

Examination system.All the

dishonest ways, chaos and

irregularities that are seen in the

field of Examination system,It

Seems to have existed that there

is an urgent need for

reform.Prominent educators of

our country in terms of

relevance and from the point of

view of relevance, it is up to the

eminent educators of our

country to be aware of this and

to set the right guidelines, and

that is to be a very useful and

valuable step in our country's

examination system.

school has also been asked to

take steps in this direction. The

number of tobacco users is

increasing. According to the

Global Adult Tobacco Survey

Report 2016-17, Sikkim ranks

first in the country in terms of

juvenile tobacco use. Smokers

below 15 years in Sikkim is 32

%, Arunachal Pradesh is 25.1 %

and Odisha is 22.1%. According

to the report, children are more

likely to smoke at this age.

In each district, the health

department has been instructed to

raid twice to prevent tobacco use,

but it is not implemented

appropriately. Even though the

Commissionerate of Police has

the power to raid Bhubaneswar

and Cuttack, it is not being

implemented. Tobacco

shopkeepers sit around the

campus of education institutions.

Apart from selling snacks items

in the campus Parlour, tobacco

and cigarettes are also available.

Only time will say how the

Department of Mass Education

and Higher Education will work

on this issue.

THE REST OF PAGE-2

How useful...

(Poeter-cum-Journalist)

At-Gandhi Nagar

 Dist: Koraput

State-odisha

Mob: 9438362172

Patients are missing from SCB hospital
Cuttack (Bureau): An

unidentified 35-year-old man was

shifted from Kendrapara Medical

College to SCB on 8th November.

The young man drowned and was

taken to Kendrapara Medical

College and Hospital on a referral

ticket. After initial treatment in

Causality, he was shifted to the

destitute ward which is under the

Department of Medicine. But he

has gone missing from the place.

The question is how and where he

disappeared? The matter of

concern is, every year 50 lakhs of

rupees is spent on destitute wards

to take care of the patient's mental

health.

Such incidents are not new in

SCB. A 25-year-old woman arrived

at the SCB on January 16. She had

a wound on her head. After

treatment in Causality, she went

missing, later on she was rescued

from the Barabati Stadium and

taken to the hospital. In another

incident, a young man was referred

by the capital hospital to SCB,

where his face and neck were burnt

but he went missing. A 50-year-old

man was rescued from under a

bridge near the Emperor's Cinema

on March 27 last year. The man's

left arm was broken in the accident.

Social workers rescued him and

brought to SCB. He was admitted

to the orthopaedic department. A

few days later, the person was no

longer seen in the department. The

social workers who rescued him

and brought him to the SCB

searched for him. It's more than a

year no clues were found about the

patient. Last April, two helpless

patients from the SCB went

missing. One of them has been

rescued, while the search for the

other is still on.

The patients have been

provided with 24-hour medical

assistance. Despite this, they are

generally suspected of

disappearing. Where are they going

after they go missing from the

hospital? In the medical records,

they are known as destitute or

helpless and unfamiliar people.

Their home address is unknown to

all. So, social workers are

questioning who is responsible for

their missing. Following the

missing of the patients, the medical

centre gives an F.I.R.in the nearest

police station. It is alleged that the

search for the missing patients is

on. Social workers have

complained that the situation in the

medical community is a violation

of human rights, such as the fact

that helpless patients are lying on

the streets, eating leftover foods of

the patients.

On July 25, 2019, Justice Bir

Kishore Mishra, the then

Chairman of the State Human

Rights Commission, personally

visited the SCB and expressed his

concern over the plight of the

helpless patients and directed the

medical authorities to focus on

their care.

Kalpataru Behera, a medical

administrative officer said that a

private company has been hired to

look after the patients. Mostly

mentally retarded patients are

coming to the hospital. But they

run away when they see the

opportunity. Destitute ward's

Security should be tightened.
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Prime Minister Narendra

Modi announced

demonetization on November

8, 2016, at 8 pm on national

television. All the old currency

of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes

ceased to be in use. This is the

first such incident in the history

of India. The main purpose of

the demonetization was to

prevent black money,

counterfeit money and reduce

the use of cash transactions to

create a digital economy. It's

been five years since the

demonetization. How

successful the measure was, it

is being debated.

A big exception has been

found in the post-

demonetization period. This is

because of the fact that digital

transactions are growing faster,

but people still have more cash

than before. People are

withdrawing more cash from

ATMs. According to them, due

to Covid pandemic they have

become more alert so they keep

cash with them. According to

the Reserve Bank of India,

notes worth Rs 17.74 lakh

crore were in circulation in the

country on November 4, 2016.

On October 29, 2021, the notes

worth Rs 29.17 lakh crore were

in circulation. The number of

notes in circulation has been

increasing every year since the

demonetization. As of

November 1,2019, the

issuance of notes increased by

2,84451 crore as compared to

2018. As of October 30, 2020,

the circulation of cash notes

5 years since Demonetization
still cash on demand

Doctors deficit in Hospitals
Cuttack (Bureau): There will

be no shortage of doctors and

there will be no health problems

in a few years in Odisha. With

the above determination, the

state government plans to make

SCB Medical College and

Hospital a world-class health

institution or AIIMS plus

category institution under the 5T

initiative.

Now the state has 10 medical

colleges and hospitals, the

government has proposed

opening up of three more

medical colleges. But will all of

this create doctors in a medical

college? Such a question is now

being raised by expert doctors

Residents dissatisfied with BDA
Khandagiri (Bureau): When

buying land and houses from

government agencies like BDA,

it is believed that it is safe and

trustworthy. This was the

thought of residents of Kalinga

Bihar in Bhubaneswar. Not only

that, they believed that

government agencies would not

neglect to deliver what they

promised to their customers. So,

when buying plots and houses,

they were sure that all the basic

amenities would be available.

They hoped that basic amenities

such as roads, drainage systems,

and street lights would be

available but their hopes were

dashed. Even after 25 years,

residents of the government's

housing project in the capital do

not consider themselves urban.

They have been complaining

that the BDA has deceived

them.

In 1991, the Bhubaneswar

Development Authority started

selling land in the name of

Kalinga Vihar in Subuddhipur

mouza. The plots were sold till

1997 and the colony had

electricity, roads, and sewerage

lines. But after the people

started staying there, BDA

stopped working. So far, roads

from K-1 to K-9 in Kalinga

Vihar have not been

constructed. The K-4 and K-6

Colony roads are now in a state

of disrepair. Similarly, the

streetlights were not connected

to the power lines in the area.

In some places, the inhabitants

of the colony installed street

lights at their own expense. The

BDA has come up with a plan

to get the landlords a variety of

benefits when buying land from

BDA. However, none of the

benefits of the plan have been

achieved in the last 25 years.

The BDA promised to provide

multiple facilities in each

colony such as Market

Complex, Kalyani Mandap,

local market, police station,

Playground, Hospital and Park

but did not do any of the work.

Grounds were allotted for a

school, a playground and a

market complex as per map in

K-4 water tank but later in

2014, it was planned to build

an apartment there. The

project is currently closed due

to protests by residents of the

colony. Localities in the K-7

area are angry that the

government has allowed

liquor shops to open in

residential colonies.

Regrettably, the government is

now selling almost all open

spaces in K-9 (A) and K-9 (B)

areas. The land left by BDA

for the use by the residents is

being resold. The residents

have repeatedly approached

the BDA-BMC but there is no

outcome of the meeting. Now

the BDA's negligence has been

fuelled by the Commissionerate

of Police. Poor police patrols

lead to frequent burglary in the

area.

and the students who are

studying in all these medical

colleges.

The reason behind this

question is that the medical

college is being opened, and the

government is building huge

buildings overnight. But the

most important thing is that the

government works with

temporary arrangements of

doctors in these colleges. The

number of specialist doctors or

faculty members who are the

main resource of the medical

college is too less than expected.

The state needs 834 faculty

members in the medical colleges

but the college runs by 45% of

the required teachers. Simply,

55% or 456 posts are vacant.

Another matter of concern

is the government is now taking

senior doctors and professors

from the old medical colleges

on deputation to the new

medical colleges. None of the

state's medical colleges

currently have a full-time

teacher. Everyone has multiple

responsibilities. The Dean /

Teachers of the medical college

take responsibility for their

college and even head their

respective departments. In this

case, the NMC (National

Medical Commission)

guidelines are openly violated.

was Rs 4,57,059 crore. As of

October 31, 2021, it has

increased by Rs 2,28,963 crore.

A survey was conducted by

the Reserve Bank between

December 2018 and January

2019. The survey report was

released in April 2021. It

turns out that the most

preferred means of making

payments is cash. Especially

in transactions with a value

of less than Rs 500.

On one side, the amount of

cash has not decreased, on the

other side, digital transactions

have increased rapidly. The

Unified Payment Interface

(UPI) was launched in 2016.

Since then, UPI transactions

have been increasing every

month. This year in the month

of October, there were 421

crore digital transactions,

which is said to be a record.

Five years ago, when the old

Rs 500 and Rs1000 notes were

suddenly declared obsolete,

people were given a certain

amount of time to exchange

them. People had to stand in

long lines in front of the bank

to return the unfit notes.

After declaring the old notes

obsolete, the government

introduced new Rs 2000 and Rs

200 notes. In addition, it brought

Rs 500, Rs100, Rs 50 and Rs

20 notes in new colors and

shapes. Of the total notes

currently in circulation, 85.7 %

are Rs 500 and Rs 2000 notes.

During the financial years 2019-

20 and 2020-21, not a single Rs

2000 note was printed.
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Petrol prices fall by Rs 9.25 and Diesel by Rs 15.76
Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

The central government has

reduced excise duty on

petrol and diesel and the

state government has

reduced VAT. As a result,

the effective tariff reduction

in the state is Rs 9.25 per

litre on petrol and Rs 15.76

per litre on diesel. In

Bhubaneswar, petrol was

reduced to Rs 101.78 per

litre and diesel to Rs 91.62

per litre. At first, the central

government announced a

reduction in excise duty on

petrol by Rs 5 per litre and

diesel by Rs 10 per litre. It

had an impact on the state

VAT. As a result, petrol

prices were reduced by Rs

6.15 per litre and diesel

price Rs 12.87 per litre,

which makes the price of

Petrol and diesel Rs 104.44

and Rs 94.51 per litre

respectively. VAT is levied

on the price of oil after the

excise duty is combined

with the base price of petrol

and diesel. In Odisha, the

VAT rate for petrol was 32

% and for diesel was 28%.

After the central

government reduced excise

duty on petrol and diesel by

Rs 5 and Rs 10 respectively,

the two fuel charges in the

state were reduced by Rs

1.15 and Rs 2.87 per litre

respectively.

Chief Minister Naveen

Patnaik announced a

reduction in VAT after the

central government's excise

duty cut. VAT will be waived

at Rs 3 and the rate on petrol

and diesel will be reduced by

4 %. At present, the VAT on

petrol has dropped to 28 %

and the diesel VAT to 24%.

The state government has

implemented it since 5th

November midnight. As a

result, today's oil prices are

reflected in it. VAT on petrol

and diesel have been reduced

by Rs 3.10 per litre and Rs

2.89 per litrerespectively.

Hence, the price of petrol at

the BPCL petrol pump in

Bhubaneswar has been

reduced to Rs 101.79 per

litre and diesel to Rs 91.62

per litre. On the other hand,

the price of petrol and diesel

at the IOCL petrol pump fell

to Rs 101.81 and Rs 91.62

per litre respectively.

Looking at the table

provided by the Utkal

Petroleum Dealers

Association, it is found that

petrol in Bhubaneswar is

priced at Rs 48.99 per litre.

The central government levies

a tax of Rs 27.90 and the state

government Rs 21.50. The

dealer's commission is Rs

3.39. As a result, a litre of

petrol costs Rs 101.78 in

Bhubaneswar. In other words,

the price of petrol is Rs 48.99

per litre and tax imposed on

it is Rs 49.40 per litre.

Similarly, diesel is priced at

Rs 50.34 per litre and tax

imposed on it is Rs 39.10 per

litre. So, Oil companies who

used to increase the price of

petrol and diesel daily are not

doing the same for the past

two days.

50% tax on petrol prices
New Delhi: The central government has reduced the

excise duty on petrol and diesel by Rs 5 and Rs 10

respectively. Despite the decline, 50% of the current price

of petrol is tax. Diesel has a rate of 40%. In Delhi, tax per

litre was 54%. After a tax cut of Rs 5 in the first week of

this month, the rate has dropped to 50%. More than two

dozen states have already reduced VAT after the central

government reduced taxes. The Punjab government has

announced a reduction of Rs 10 per litre in petrol and Rs 5

per litre in diesel. "This has not happened in the last 70

years," said Punjab's chief minister Charanjit Singh Channi.

In Punjab, petrol has been reduced to Rs 95 per litre and

diesel to Rs 83.75 per litre. Ashok Gehlot, Chief Minister

of the Congress-ruled Rajasthan, said the state's VAT was

automatically reduced by lowering excise duty. So, the

government can no longer reduce VAT. Chhattisgarh Chief

Minister Bhupesh Baghel has demanded that the excise

duty on petrol and diesel be further reduced. During the

UPA government, excise duty on petrol was Rs 9.27. "The

BJP-led NDA government has reduced it by just Rs 5 after

raising it by Rs 30," said Baghel.

The 10 BJP-ruled states of Assam, Manipur, Tripura,

Karnataka, Goa, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Gujarat,

Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand have reduced VAT. The

states that have not reduced VAT on oil are Rajasthan,

Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra, Jharkhand, Tamil Nadu, Delhi,

West Bengal, Kerala, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.

Are we Democratic ?

40 families of Nathpur

village in puridistrict are

facing racial attack. In this

racial discrimination more

20 families' house have

been burnt to ashes.

Biswopriya Kanungo

What is the fault of these

scheduled caste families?

Because of this

discrimination they were

living in a public land in

Nathpurvillage. But on

November 8, the upper

caste people in the

surrounding village

at tacked

t h e

displaced

fami l i e s

and set

t h e i r

houses on

f i r e .

Everything

was burnt

to ashes.

They were left homeless.

Neither anyone came to

blame the oppressive activity

of the people nor anyone was

there to console the sufferers.

The media which cover news

for 24 hours a day is

indifferent.

Our country is

democratic. But do we have

democratised the constitution

by digging into democracy.

Therefore, the collective

effort to democratise society

is essential.
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5th Anniversary of Demonetization

The idea of demonetization was inspired from

Bombay cinema to eradicate black money. Black

money means the money that is hidden in a

suitcase or mattress or under a bed.

In the history of independent India, no move

by the government has been so fruitless for the

people as it has been for its declared goals, as the

decision to demonetize 500 and 1,000 rupee

notes, which was announced by the Modi

government on November 8, 2016.

Failure to achieve this goal has been

unexpected. For every economist, when the move

was announced, it was clear that banknotes were

the culmination of stupidity. Therefore, it was

opposed by all economists. Yes! There is a

difference between a handful of opportunistic

people who are willing to compromise the

government at any cost.

The government has said it has three goals in

mind. Strong crackdown on money laundering,

end of counterfeit notes and funding for terrorism.

The last two goals were simply added to the list

otherwise they don't have any value. According

to a study by the Indian Statistical Institute,

counterfeit notes accounted for only a minority

of the country's total currency.

The intention of demonetization was to stop

circulation of black money in the country.

Apparently, the Modi government had a vague

idea of the black money economy and the rest of

the economy in general.

In fact, the idea of black money was that

money could be hidden in a pillow or under a

mattress or under a bed. But the reality is that

there is no such thing as black money. Of course,

there are a lot of financial movements that are

Prabhat Patnaik

not just announced for government accounts. This

is mainly due to tax evasion. For any work money

is highly necessary, even money is given as a bribe

which doesn't reflect in government records. The

amount of money spent on running this

unannounced movement at the government level

can be said to be "black money" in general, but

the money hidden in mattress, pillows or suitcases

does not fall into disrepair.

The use of money can, at any time, be diverted

from the declared to the undeclared financial

movement. So, even if the Modi government had

succeeded in massively 'squandering' the money

used in the black economy, the owner of the money,

as the government would have believed, would not

have gone to the bank to replace the deposit of his

closed note with the new one. It was not possible.

In this case, the money is moved out of the "white"

economy towards the "black" financial system,

from the declared financial activity to the

undeclared financial movement, and the more and

more the effect is, the more likely it is that there

will be a severe shortage of money in the financial

system. Yet the black money system would not

have ended.

However, 99% of the notes went to the bank to

be replaced by new ones, in this way there can be

no greater proof of failure of demonetization.

Government thought that the black money would

not come to the forefront to replace the "black

money" with the new one, because the owners of

the black money would not dare to do so. If they

have the money, they will be afraid of being caught

with black money.

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) spokesperson

was adamant on how the government should use

the money, which would not be exchanged by new

currency. Suppose that the amount of Rs 100 does

not have to be exchanged for the new banknotes,

as the currency refers to the depositor of the

Reserve Bank, the deposit of Rs 100 will be

deducted from the account of the Reserve Bank,

in which case the Reserve Bank may print new

banknotes of the same amount and the money can

be distributed among the public.

In this way, the government thought to

distribute money among the people. However,

when 99% of the banknotes, which were declared

invalid, approached the banks to be replaced by

new ones, it became clear how wrong that

estimation was. In the end, the whole exercise was

to replace the old notes with new ones, for which

people suffered a lot.

But that is not the end of the story. The

consequences of demonetization were that people

had to stand in line for hours in front of banks.

Some even lost their lives waiting in the long

queue. The decision to seize the banknotes has

had a devastating effect on the economy.

Banknotes (500 and 1,000 rupees), which came

in the vicinity of the banknotes, accounted for

about 86% of the current cash flow of the

economy. And the short-term and long-term

consequences of the sudden accumulation of 85%

of the cash in the economy have led to the collapse

of the economy. There was a gap of about nine

months, when the banknotes and old notes were

returned to almost all the banks. In the meantime,

the economy has been hit hard by the recent

slowdown in the economy, which has been hit hard

by the slowdown in cash production.

Farmers had difficulty selling their rabi crops.

Not only that, they also did not have the money to

buy seeds and fertilizers for the next crop. They

had to borrow. Many of these artisans had to

borrow from small non-agricultural producers

who could not sell their produce. Farmers had to

borrow to buy raw materials. Some who did not

borrow to buy raw materials had to stop production

instead became unemployed and had to return to

their homes and take care of their families during

the unemployment period. As a result of the

confiscation of notes, the small manufacturing

sector or the 'informal sector' was overwhelmed

by the debt burden. Farming is the area that

provides employment to about 94 % of our labor

force.

The debt has left a lasting legacy in production.

When production was halted in the period, the debt

incurred remained a constant burden. And when

production restarted, the products could not be
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sold in the market. The loan for the new raw

material purchased during this period is paid off,

but the interest on the loan cannot be repaid. It

was beyond the reach of the average person. Small

producers were in debt. Debts on such small-scale

production have continued to grow steadily, as

most of these industries are still recovering in the

most favorable manner. This increase in debt has

made many of these units financially profitable.

As a result, banknotes were not only interrupted

by short-term production, but also by the lack of

cash generated by banknotes, which in turn led to

the inability to cope with small-scale production,

but also by long-term bankruptcies. This has had

an impact on the labourers. However, the damage

is not limited to the small manufacturing sector.

Banknotes were also seized, but for a different

reason. Consumers, whether directly or indirectly,

buy a lot of goods from the organized sector, either

directly or indirectly, and this is when the recession

in the small manufacturing sector was hit, in other

words, a reduction in income. Demand for this

specialty has grown significantly as a result of recent

corporate scandals. In each case, they have seized

it, despite obstacles we can scarcely imagine. "

Meanwhile, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has

begun a new story. The team began by saying that

corruption and the use of cash in the economy were

bad. Therefore, if the transaction takes place on a

non-cash basis, it will have a record of all such

transactions and will automatically curb black

money and corruption. As a result, they are now

claiming that Modi ji is forcing the future of the

entire economy to be free of corruption and black

money. There is no correlation between corruption

and the use of cash in any economy. The GDP ratio

in Germany and Japan appears to be much higher

than in India, but corruption there is clearly lower

than in India. In any case, India's cash-to-GDP

ratio, which had fallen sharply from the previous

12 %, has once again risen and is now hovering at

14 %.  How can anyone be as insensitive as the

government showed insensitivity to the people?

The answer is that Modi's desire to make the

people "stunned and shocked" is to believe that the

more people suffer, the more they will believe the

government must have a big goal behind it. At the

government level, the addition of ignorance,

arrogance, and the desire to be "stunned and shocked"

is extremely dangerous. Indian have realised what's

behind the story of demonetization.

Nathpur Communal Attack
Some Questions Left Unanswered

Nathpur village in Brahmagiri tehsil of Puri

district. 9th of November 2021. The bombing by

some upper castes has set 20 thatched homes of

lower caste people on fire. All the furniture,

children's books, certificates, Aadhaar and ration

cards, money, rice and food items, clothes and

everything in the house were burnt to ashes. And

many were injured.

The administration is providing cooked food to

the victims and police has extended its protection

to ensure establishment of peace in the area. The

SDPO said there was violence from both sides.

Eight people have been detained at the police

station and are being questioned.

According to family members, the attack was

initiated on 7th of November by people from

around 47 villages. Last May, 42 families from

Mahisha-Brahmapur, a village in Chilika, an island

village in the Krishnaprasad block, left their

hometown to Nathpur and started staying at

government places as they were ostracised from

society on refusing to take up their traditional

profession of making Palinki and Sabari

(palanquin). The upper caste people of Nathpur

could not digest such migrant lower caste people,

as many as 160 from 42 families, in their village

and instituted this attack to throw these people out

of their society, told Sakhi Pahan, Bimala Pahan,

SasmitaVhoi, Mami Pahan, Sulochana Pahan,

Kuntati Pahan, Sukanti Pahan, Sabitri Pahan,

Shanti Pahan, Rekha Pahan, Malati Pahan, and

Nayana Pahan, members of the migrant families.

Today, one is socially marginalized and

persecuted for not pursuing his own caste-based

profession. But the administration neither could

understand the predicament of the oppressed,

resolve the issue, nor could rehabilitate the victim

families. The government is still mum when

hundreds of such people are homeless and staying

on the streets of another village and being attacked

by upper caste people. Heavy rains and scorching heat

have hit the polythene-roofed and mud-walled houses

since last May. And now the winter has begun. These

poor, oppressed people have no clothes to cover in the

winter. Everything is burnt to ashes.

The question is, when so many villagers from 47

villages rallied to evict these so-called minorities, could

not the district administration and the police know about

such heinous act? Who gave permission to the violators

create such shameful violence in a civilized society and

try to evict innocent scheduled castes from a public place?

It's a big question on the government functionaries

and especially the SC/ST Welfare Department of the

state government over the ongoing crackdown on

Scheduled Castes in the state.

Why the voice of the opposition BJP and the

Congress got the centerstage in the case of

Mamita Meher case and is unheard across Odisha

over the oppression, violence, and atrocities

against the Scheduled Castes.

Thousands of voters in 47 villages and just

160 in Nathpur;in a constitutional dilemma, will

the leaders really be in favour of justice for the

160 people ?

Anil Kumar Mallick
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Tripura : 102 people are booked under the UAPA

for social media posts over communal violence
If you are a staunch

supporter of Prime Minister

Modi, who has consistently

made violent statements against

minority Muslims, the BJP's

Hindutva movement and you are

in such a state that it is active in

every campaign against

Muslims, then you won't have to

worry. But if you are not in any

BJP-ruled state, where Muslims

have been attacked or targeted,

there have been reports of you

and you protesting Vishwa

Hindu Parishad-Bajrang Dal or

Kattar Hindutva organization,

serious cases will be filed

against you with the National

Security Act and even the

Unlawful Activities

(Prevention) Act (UAPA). This

is what happened in Tripura.

According to reports, communal

violence erupted in the last week

of October during a rally by

Vishwa Hindu Parishad in

Agartala. A number of Muslim

residences, shops, and mosques

were allegedly vandalised

during protests. Many people

When will be the city be beggar free  ?

Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

Bhubaneswar Municipal

Corporation (BMC) and the

state are unable to make the

city beggar free. Even the

decision to provide food to

beggars, old aged, helpless

and physically handicapped in

urban areas has not been

implemented.

In a meeting held in April

across the country have

condemned the violence on

social media. Initially the police

inspector confirmed the incident

but later on was denied by the

Tripura Police. The UAPA has

now filed a case against 102

social media account holders:

Facebook (32), Twitter (68) and

YouTube (2) account holders

have been charged with posting

distorted and objectionable

news items in the wake of the

communal unrest in the state.

Among the 102, there are

professors, journalists, writers

and lawyers, human rights

activists and Delhi advocate

Ansar Indori and advocate

Mukesh, who had gone to

Agartala for the investigation,

have been booked under the

UAPA. Among the 102 accused,

for example, is Shyam Meera

Singh, a journalist from Delhi,

who wrote on Twitter that

"Tripura is on fire". According

to UAPA law for this act, each

of them will be punished for 7

years in jail.

Why does the BJP-ruled

Tripura police act like this? In

Delhi, BJP leaders like Kapil

Mishra are challenging the DCP.

Then the Delhi communal riots

erupted. The Delhi Police had

prepared charges on many

people and put them behind the

bars. Kapil Mishra's name is not

mentioned in the police

chargesheet. Similarly, Union

Minister of State Anurag Thakur

chanted slogans like "Maro

Shaloko" on the public stage,

denouncing certain devotees as

traitors. "In the BJP-ruled state,

there is no such thing as a police

force, under the control of the

ruling party!"

(From a video by journalist

Ajit Anjum)

this year, it was decided to

make the city beggar free. In

addition, the needy, the

differently abled and the

beggars were asked to provide

food. But for some reasons it

was not applicable in all

municipality areas. The

Bhubaneswar Municipal

Corporation (BMC), on the

other hand, launched a

program called "Sahay" to

free the city from beggars, but

beggars are still seen in

various parts of the city. Not

only in the streets of the city

but also the beggars are found

near the traffic post too. They

can't be easily tracked down

because they have a variety of

strategies to ask for money.

When the vehicles stop in the

city's main areas, especially

Powerhouse, Kalinga

Hospital, Damana, etc.,

children and adults come to

the vehicle carrying various

toys and household items in

their hands. Sometimes they

ask people to buy their stuff,

and sometimes they ask for

money. It is not easy to catch

them because they have sales

materials in hand.Similarly,

some people are now begging

in the alleys of various units.

They are begging for money

by narrating various incidents

like their cow's death, their

house being burnt, or to

provide medical assistance.

So how can this be controlled

is now a matter of concern for

BMC authorities.

However, those who are

being rescued by the BMC

from abominable practices

such as begging are now

turning their backs on various

self-employment schemes.

From the use of incense

sticks to other household

items, people have decided

not to return to work as

beggars.


